
Since David is too busy at the moment, we contacted drummer Todd Stotz to give us more info about 

the future of Reverend. 

 

You are the drummer on the new Reverend EP "Gathering Of Demons". When and how did you get in 

touch with David Wayne? 

I met David on a camping trip around 1992. 

Who are the other members of the new lineup? 

Chris Nelson - Guitar, John Stahlman - Bass. 

You have been a member of the band Gangland, the two other guys played in Faustus. Tell us more 

about the past of the new Reverend members. 

I was in a Seattle area band called Gangland in the early '90s and when that band split up, David and I 

put together a version of Reverend which played live in the Seattle area but did not record anything. 

Grunge was very big in Seattle at that time, and we had trouble keeping a solid line-up together.  

The band split, although we remained good friends and kept in touch. In the late '90s I started a band 

called Librium, which eventually recruited Chris and John from a Seattle area thrash band called Faustus. 

Librium was having problems with its main guitar player, and that eventually fell apart. David was ready 

to put Reverend back together again following the successful Metal Church reunion, so David and I 

reformed Reverend with Chris and John. 

Have you ever seen a live performance of Metal Church or the old Reverend lineup? 

Yes, I have seen Metal Church twice. Once at an outdoor show in Washington state with Howie (Mike 

Howe - Ralph) singing, I don't remember the tour, and the second time was at a small pub in the Seattle 

area. Howie was singing, and David and I went down to check them out. I thought it was very funny, 

Howie singing David's songs from the first two albums (not very well, I must add), and hardly anyone in 

the crowd recognizing David. 

Why didn’t the former members (the guys from Heretic) want to join David for the reunion? 

From what I understand they are no longer in the music business. 

What’s your opinion of the old Metal Church and Reverend stuff? 

I love it! I'm a huge metalhead. 

First Reverend EP from 1989 

What’s your opinion of the Metal Church albums with Mike Howe at the vocals? 

I know Howie's got his fans, but I'm not one of them. 

 

 



Why did Reverend return with an EP and no full album? 

We just wanted to get something out there quick to get the ball rolling, we're writing a full length CD at 

the moment. 

 

The cover artwork of the new EP looks very simple. Why didn’t you use the old logo? 

Well, we figured it wasn't the the old Reverend, let's do something new for the future. 

 

Why do you sell the EP for only $ 5.99? Other bands take much more than 10 bucks for an EP. 

To me $10 would be too much to charge for just four songs. 

 

The new lineup wrote three of the four tracks on the EP. Tell us more about the song writing sessions. 

Did you try to revive the old Reverend feeling? 

 

No, we did not set out to sound like the old Reverend, and if it does, it was an accident. The new stuff 

we're writing is even a little different from the EP. You have to evolve and move forward, right? 

 

How did you react when David came up with the original version of the Metal Church classic "Fake 

Healer", called "Legion"? 

 

Well, David had told us the story when Metal Church was writing their album after "The Dark" and the 

song "Fake Healer" was supposed to have been called "Legion" had David remained in that band. We 

talked it over and decided to record it to see what it would have sounded like. 

Have there been any disputes among the band members about how to arrange the song "Legion" (for 

example the bells during the intro) or did David always have the last word? 

The bell was my idea, I produced and engineered the CD, although if someone in the band didn't like it, I 

would have erased it. 

 

The EP has been released on Neck Damage Records/ Independent Records. What’s that? 

It is the band's own label. 

 

 

 



Has the new Reverend lineup ever performed live? 

Yes, we did a show last April in Washington state. After the full length CD is out, we hope to tour 

extensively. 

 

Why didn’t the new Reverend members want to play on the David Wayne solo album "Metal Church"? 

 

We thought using the name "Metal Church" was a bad idea. 

 

What’s your opinion of all the negative comments from the other Metal Church members towards 

David’s new solo album? 

I'm not concerned with it and neither is David. 

 

Do you think there will ever be another reunion of the original Metal Church lineup? 

Nope. 

 

In a recent interview, David told that he originally planned to make a Metal Church reunion with Kurdt 

Vanderhoof and to play with Reverend only in some clubs around Seattle. Do you think David treats you 

with the necessary respect? 

 

Yes, Reverend is very high on David's priority list. Along with the Wayne project, he will be very busy, 

and will work in both bands. 

 

Do the Reverend members have any side projects at the moment? 

No. 

 

Do you already have a label for the new Reverend album? 

No, we are actively seeking labels for licensing throughout the world, hopefully we'll have that nailed 

down before the full length CD is finished. 

 

 

 



What can you tell us about the tracks that will appear on the album? 

We're about half way there, no song titles yet, but the music is a little different than the EP, kind of a 

down-tuned groove, but very heavy, of course. I'm very excited to hear David's vocals on them, of 

course everything he sings on sounds fucking fantastic. 

 

Reverend has a website called www.Reverend.cx. Why the .cx? 

Someone else already had reverend.com, and we didn't want to buy them out, and reverend.cx was 

available. 

 

On your website, you have a photo with the words "Killroy was not here (his sister was)" on it. What 

does that mean? 

It's kind of a joke over here in the U.S. I'm not sure what it means, we were drunk when we did that. 

 

What are your plans for the near future? 

Finish writing and recording the CD, then massive touring, followed by another CD... etc. 

 


